
Caleb Moves Storage Contact

PARTY A: Caleb moves Address: Building 17-5-501, 
  Dou Dian, Fang Shan, 
  Beijing, 102433
  Tel. 010 80335111

Caleb moves representative:_______________ Mobile: 13051763938

Email: caleb@calebmoves.com

PARTY B: Name_______________ Tel. _______________  Mobile_______________

E-mail:_______________

Address:____________________________________________________

Parties A and B consent to the following agreement:

1. 1. PARTY B entrusts PARTY A with the storage of their goods.

2. PARTY B must not have unlawful goods in their stored items. Consequences arising

from the storage of unlawful goods are the sole responsibility of the PARTY B.

3. PARTY B must mark all goods with a description, quantity of items stored and their

value, and provide PARTY A with a list of the above.

4.

● the number of items stored by PARTY B:___________________________

● the volume of items stored by PARTY B:___________________________m3

● the weight of items stored by PARTY B:___________________________kg

● the value of items stored by PARTY B:____________________________RMB



5. PARTY A and B will together seal stored goods as proof against tampering

6. PARTY B agrees to pay PARTY A _______________RMB per month/day for the

storage of their goods, exclusive of insurance.

7. PARTY B plans to store their goods with Caleb Moves from _______________ to

_______________. Upon storage of goods PARTY B will pay PARTY

A_______________RMB for the storage of goods, and _______________RMB to

cover insurance of all items stored.

8. PARTY B must pay PARTY A a deposit of _______________RMB, which will be

forfeit if PARTY B fails to proceed with storage of goods, but will otherwise be

refunded upon storage of goods.

9. PARTY A must compensate PARTY B for any lost or damaged goods according to the

listed value of items and according to the insurance laws of China.

10.PARTIES A and B agree to resolve any problems arising from this agreement via

consultation.

11.Both PARTY A and B will be provided with identical signed and sealed copies of this

contract.

PARTY A (signed and sealed)_____________________________________________

PARTY B (signed)______________________________________________________

_______________(Year) _______________(Month) _______________(Day)


